This art exhibition portrays the six Key Asks from the UHC Movement which demand that “Everyone, Everywhere should have access to quality and affordable health services. We call on Political Leaders to legislate, invest and collaborate with all of society to make UHC a reality”.

Themes from Six Key asks:

- Political Leadership Beyond Health
- Leave No One Behind
- Regulate & Legislate
- Uphold Quality of Care
- Invest More, Invest Better
- Move Together

This UHC2030 multi-partner art exhibition is co-organized by the United Nations the World Health Organization, and The World Bank. The exhibition is a co-creation of artists among different countries from France, Kenya and USA (New York city) and brings creativity, enthusiasm, dialogue and reflections on UHC. Through this exhibition, the artists have explored a range of values on UHC held by various partners from around the world. Their work intends to nourish the human and its humanity. It is a CALL TO ACT FOR HEALTH TOGETHER.

Artistic expression can inspire deep reflection and action because art has the power to apply concepts to our own reality. This Art exhibition aims to mobilize the general public to join the UHC movement and through collective actions like signing a WHO petition on UHC, participating in Walk the Talk on Health For All and #UHC4me Global Video Campaign.

We acknowledge that all our UHC2030 partners have contributed to the exhibition through the sharing of their stories on UHC.